English *Magister* (Master’s year 1) Single-Subject Course Autumn 2019

*Engelska Magister fristående kurs ht 2019*

Course codes: 711A03 (Critical Engagements: 711A10; Translation Studies: 711A11 & Academic Writing: 711A12)

**READING LIST**

The books, etc. listed under “Course Literature” are compulsory reading.

**Translation Studies (711A03 & 711A11)**

**Course Literature**


Materials supplied by the Department.

**Reference Literature**

**Translation Theory**


**Translation Practice**


English Grammars


Quirk, Randolph; Greenbaum, Sidney; Leech, Geoffrey & Svartvik, Jan (1985) A Comprehensive Grammar of the English Language. London: Longman


Miscellaneous Language Guides


Dictionaries

Printed Dictionaries

English–Swedish–English

Norstedts stora engelsk-svenska ordbok (1997 [or later]) Stockholm: Norstedts

Norstedts stora svensk-engelska ordbok (1997 [or later]) Stockholm: Norstedts

English–English


or


or


or


or

Online Dictionaries
English–Swedish–English


*Professionella ordboken* (n.a.) [online] available from [LiU library with password] <http://www.ne.se.e.bibl.liu.se/ordb%C3%B6cker> [25 June 2019]


English–English


Thesauri (for synonyms)


Critical Engagements (711A03 & 711A10)

Course Literature
Literary Method & Theory


Literary Works


Literary theory: Articles and extracts from books by critical theorists provided by the Department.

Reference Literature


Academic Writing (711A03 & 711A12)

Course Literature

Compendiums & handouts supplied by the Department.

Method and Theory

Literature


*Academic article and theses*

In addition, you are also expected to select a peer-reviewed article, a Master’s thesis and a Doctor’s thesis in English literary studies.

Language


*Academic article and theses*

Musk, Nigel (2016) ‘Correcting spellings in second language learners’ computer-assisted collaborative writing’. *Classroom Discourse* 7 (1), 36-57 [available from the Lisam course room]

In addition, you are also expected to select both an article and a Doctor’s thesis in English linguistics.

Referencing

For literature

*Unfortunately the following book is not up-to-date on revisions to the MLA referencing system – instead consult Russell et al. (OWL) below:*


For language/linguistics

Reference Literature

Literature


Language


*See also the left-hand column of the “English Theses, Method & Theory” Lisam course room for more specific suggestions.*